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THE PROJECT



Overview

The issues:

• Advisors helping to open accounts for clients were taking 45 min to an 1.5 hours

• There was a high rate of error and a high rate of staff turnover due to anxiety

• Clients using the self-serve online option had a very high drop off rate

• They were frustrated they needed visit a branch in person – they felt “duped”

• They were upset at how long the process took and how complex it was

• If they could not complete an action they were not given any help or suggested action

• There was no way to remotely sign documents or verify client IDs



Overview

The outcomes:

• Advisors are now able to help clients open a business account in as little as 10 min

• Error rates have been significantly reduced and more accounts opened end-to-end

• Clients using the self-serve online option now have a high rate of completion

• Clients who cannot complete online are given several contextual help options

• There is now e-sign and remote ID verification capabilities offered

• RBC was the first major Canadian bank to offer e-sign for account opening



This user flow 

comprises more 

than 2.5 years of 

design concepting 

work so I will not 

show it all here, but 

this is a high level

view of just some of 

it on Figma

How we got there…



Due to COVID-19, clients experienced challenges and 

reluctance to visit a branch in person. We pivoted to re-

prioritize and accelerate digital offerings such as e-Sign and  

Remote ID Verification 

Using these tools ensures agreements are legally enforceable 

and compliant with preferred regional identification processes

Plug and play / componentized design means that this widget / 

flow will be able to used elsewhere in the bank 

Keeps a digital record for future reference and compliance 

Developing a remote 

experience quickly 

required a sharp 

pivot

Clients are now able to 

be onboarded end-to-

end and verified digitally 

without ever having to 

set foot in a branch



This “privacy ribbon” component was initially designed 

to call out to advisors private information that they’ll 

need to review by themselves by turning their screen 

away, as this was originally a shared experience 

between clients and advisors (pre-pandemic).

We’ve updated the component so now it’s more refined 

and accessible. It’s more transparent in the way we’re 

displaying results, by introducing a toggle feature.

We also decided to hide the primary CTA within this 

component to prompt awareness in making a selection 

before proceeding. This component is reusable.

The intent is to create less anxiety around potential 

errors, warnings and disabled actions. 

A shared experience while protecting private info



Slowing down users and asking too 

much of them too soon is often bad:
Removing friction can build trust and decrease drop off rate

Giving potential new clients 

an option to continue as a 

guest without giving out their 

name or email right away 

allowed them to build trust 

and “kick the tires” first – this 

screen was a key drop off 

point before

Adding a progress 

tracker allowed clients to 

understand exactly what 

to expect and where they 

were in the process



But sometimes it is good:
Adding a friction point can protect, educate and enhance clarity

Making sure a customer knows 

the impact before closing the 

application and offering 

alternative solutions while it is still 

open allows them to get help 

while still in the program, rather 

than having to start over, 

reducing frustration and dropoffs



If all else fails, offer “elegant offramps”

Sometimes a client will still 

have to make an 

appointment with an 

advisor, but when that 

happens we offer apology, 

empathy and many 

different options in order 

to make the experience as 

comfortable as possible 

(including a remote 

advisor appointment)



Accessibility compliance at every step 

makes for good design for everyone

Ensuring screen 

readers are able to 

contextually highlight 

needed actions and 

link users to required 

relevant fields is 

crucial. Developing 

dynamic tags allows 

them to be descriptive, 

yet also reusable



OUR DESIGN PROCESS



Design thinking starts with listening 



New pages all began with 

collaborating on low-

fidelity design and content 

concepts and a content 

model of what things will 

be called and where they 

will fit into the overall user 

flows and experience

It starts with a conversation:

Brainstorming concepts and structure  



Test-and-learn sessions 

allowed designers from 

other squads and 

projects to see our work 

and give feedback on 

the visual designs, 

interactions and content 

design



Transactional vs. 

Relational:

Brainstorming sessions 

and stakeholder

walkthroughs allowed for 

collaborative new ways 

to organize content and 

highlight key points 

where human 

conversation and 

empathy were needed.



Updating detailed copy decks in Confluence 

(in English and French) ensures that the 

taxonomy, accessibility tags, CTAs and other 

content can be shared accurately with the 

development team 

Creating and organizing 

content decks



RESEARCH PLAN



How do you currently think of and use 
your banking entitlements? 

How might you want to think of and 
use your entitlements? 

What tiers of entitlements are captured 
and stored for each product or service? 

What does the bank need to put in 
place in order to:
• Manage risk?
• Be compliant with regulations?
• Administer entitlements effectively?

What are external best practices 
(national and international)? 

Business Clients RBC External

Research - Guiding questions



1.

2.

3.

Business Clients

Collect existing information from OMNI MMB team
Conduct interviews with business banking clients who use entitlements to discuss:
• Their desired method of creating, modifying, viewing, and removing entitlements (mental model)

- Do clients see a difference between entitlements set up digitally vs. in-branch?
• Their experience with creating, modifying, viewing, and removing entitlements (pain points)
• Why they use entitlements and what value this adds to their business 

RBC

Determine the current state of entitlements through:
• Meeting with the branch staff and observing their entitlement set up processes
• Conducting interviews with Advisors, Account Managers andTraining Officers involved in 

entitlement creation and modification

Determine RBC needs by:
• Meeting with our partners in legal to determine our risk and ways in which we can mitigate this

Determine all entitlements and the services, roles, and groups that they apply to by:
• Conducting an audit with internal stakeholders

External

Determine external best practices by:
• Reviewing published literature on the topic inside and outside of banking
• Utilizing our contacts and connections in other industries



Uncover

The existing client mental model for business 
permissions creation, modification, and deletion 

Anticipated outcomes

We will have a preliminary taxonomy that will be 
refined through the life of the project

We will define a mental model  that will help make the 
flow of the entitlements engine more intuitive, and 

help us make strategic design choices

We will have a greater understanding of the pain points 
through the entitlements process and identify 
opportunities for improvement/innovation

Research Goals

A complete understanding of which entitlements 
are required for business clients

Understand

Opportunities to improve the client experience of 
setting up and using entitlements and permissions

Identify

An audit of entitlements and the services, roles, and groups 
that they currently apply to, and the ones they will be 

applied to in the future

A taxonomy by which clients and the bank can 
refer to entitlements and permissions with clarity

Develop



Research interviews - Business client recruitment

**assumptions here to be validated 
by entitlements team9-12 businesses 

(annual revenue from $1-25MM)

3-4 businesses 
(‘low’ number of users – up to 3)

3-4 businesses 
(‘average’ number of users – 6 to 9)

3-4 businesses 
(‘high’ number of users – 15 or more)



RBC stakeholder discussions

Treasury Support Specialist/Associate Account 
Manager/CMO Training Officer

4-5 individuals (with entitlements experience) 

Potential observational research
Journey mapping

Business Stakeholders
Determine minimum legal and compliance requirements 

for entitlements

Audit existing entitlements

Identify what entitlements are captured in branch

MMB Incubation Team
Gather existing entitlements research **may result in 

research plan alteration



Working together beyond discovery

Synthesize Findings

Review and Prioritize

Create Roadmap and UX Sprint Planning



Research questions we explored

Clients

• What kinds of ‘users’, ‘groups’, and ‘roles do clients want?
- How useful is the bank’s predefined list of roles?
- What screen views do clients want – via users, groups, role type, signer, 
rules/policies, etc.

• What structure should be used to define permissions/policies on users/groups?
- Do you develop a policy first and then apply it to a group/ user, or vice 
versa? 
- Is a Full Access feature desirable?
- Do clients want an ‘opt-in’ or ‘opt-out’ structure?

• Do clients want: chat-based set-up; AI task bundles; tiered permissions/approvals; 
duplicate permission set features? 

• Do clients want the ability to: request approval; have entitlement probation periods; 
use instant suspend/resume capability? 


